We explored the relations between indices of mechanical stability of vertical posture and synergy indices under unexpected perturbations. The main hypotheses predicted higher posture-stabilizing synergy indices and higher mechanical indices of center of pressure stability during perturbations perceived by subjects as less challenging. Healthy subjects stood on a force platform and held in fully extended arms a bar attached to two loads acting downward and upward. One of the loads was unexpectedly released by the experimenter causing a postural perturbations. In different series, subjects either knew or did not know which of the two loads would be released. Forward perturbations were perceived as more challenging and accompanied by co-activation patterns among the main agonist-antagonist pairs. Backward perturbation led to reciprocal muscle activation patterns and was accompanied by indices of mechanical stability and of posture-stabilizing synergy which indicated higher stability. Changes in synergy indices were observed as early as 50-100 ms following the perturbation reflecting involuntary mechanisms. In contrast, predictability of perturbation direction had weak or no effect on mechanical and synergy indices of stability. These observations are interpreted within a hierarchical scheme of synergic control of motor tasks and a hypothesis on the control of movements with shifts of referent coordinates. The findings show direct correspondence between stability indices based on mechanics and on the analysis of multi-muscle synergies. They suggest that involuntary posture-stabilizing mechanisms show synergic organization. They also show that predictability of perturbation direction has strong effects on anticipatory postural adjustment but not corrective adjustments. We offer an interpretation of co-activation patterns that questions their contribution to postural stability.
Introduction
Bipedal vertical posture is inherently unstable in the gravity field. Numerous studies have addressed the problem of postural stability from a variety of perspectives including biomechanics, control theory, and physiological mechanisms (reviewed in Nashner et al. 1989; Winter et al. 1996; Maurer et al. 2006; Mergner 2007) . Recently, this problem has been addressed within the framework of the uncontrolled manifold (UCM) hypothesis (Scholz and Schöner 1999) . According to the UCM hypothesis, the central nervous system (CNS) acts in an abundant space of elemental variables (cf. Latash 2012) and organizes in that space a subspace (UCM) corresponding to a stable value of a salient performance variable. This organization leads to a specific structure of inter-trial variance and the phenomenon of motor equivalence. The former is reflected in larger amounts of variance within the UCM compared to variance in the orthogonal to the UCM space, V UCM > V ORT (reviewed in Latash et al. 2007 ). The latter leads to large displacements within the UCM (motor equivalent, ME) during quick actions while displacements in the orthogonal to the UCM space (non-motor equivalent, nME) reflect task-specific motion of the salient performance variable (Mattos et al. 2011 (Mattos et al. , 2015 .
A number of studies explored multi-muscle posturestabilizing synergies (defined as neural mechanisms stabilizing salient performance variables, Latash 2008) within the framework of the UCM hypothesis (Krishnamoorthy et al. 2003b; Wang et al. 2006; Klous et al. 2011; Krishnan et al. 2011; Falaki et al. 2017; Piscitelli et al. 2017) . Those studies addressed steady-state whole-body actions, such as voluntary sway, and preparation to an action or to a predictable perturbation (early postural adjustments and anticipatory postural adjustments). Analysis of synergies in those studies involved two steps. First, muscle groups with parallel scaling of activation levels were identified (muscle modes or M-modes, Krishnamoorthy et al. 2003a) ; note that many studies have addressed M-modes as "muscle synergies" (D'Avella et al. 2003; Ivanenko et al. 2004; Ting and Macpherson 2005; Tresch and Jarc 2009 ). We prefer the term "M-mode" to avoid confusion with action-stabilizing synergies defined within the UCM hypothesis. Second, indices of stability of the center of pressure (COP, the point of application of the resultant vertical force) coordinate were quantified using M-modes as elemental variables.
In the current study, we used unexpected perturbations of vertical posture in the anterior-posterior direction to explore links between synergy indices and postural stability. Note that applying an external perturbation is the most direct way to assess stability, which is defined as an ability of the system of interest to return to a state or trajectory following a perturbation. Based on the aforementioned studies, we expected indices of both structure of variance and motor equivalence to correlate with indices of stability of the COP coordinate in the anterior-posterior direction (Hypothesis 1). Within this hypothesis, we explored synergy indices within time intervals reflecting preparation to perturbation (initial steady state), time windows selected to reflect involuntary posture-stabilizing mechanisms such as reflex effects and pre-programmed reactions, and final steady state after the subjects were expected to stabilize posture. Note that analysis of motor equivalence in earlier studies of reaching documented synergic effects during early responses to unexpected perturbations (within 100 ms) that were discussed as reflections of involuntary mechanisms (Mattos et al. 2011 (Mattos et al. , 2015 . Based on those studies, we expected changes in the synergic structure to be significant within the first 100 ms following a perturbation (Hypothesis 2).
We also explored possible changes in indices of postural stability with direction of perturbation and predictability of the perturbation direction. Given the initial posture, we expected the perturbations in the forward and backward directions to differ in their posture destabilizing effects (Aruin and Latash 1995; Jones et al. 2008; Piscitelli et al. 2017) . Hence, we hypothesized that higher posture-stabilizing synergy indices would be seen during perturbations perceived by subjects as less challenging and associated within quicker recovery of the initial posture (Hypothesis 3).
Effects of perturbation predictability have been studied with respect to two characteristics, magnitude of the perturbation (Toussaint et al. 1998; Habib Perez et al. 2016; Forghani et al. 2017a, b) and its direction (Gilles et al. 1999; Piscitelli et al. 2017) . No systematic effects of perturbation direction uncertainty on the latency and rate of increase of ground reaction forces were reported in a study with lateral body perturbations (Forghani et al. 2017c ). In contrast, predictability of the perturbation direction has been shown to affect posture-stabilizing synergies and patterns of anticipatory postural adjustments in conditions when the subject himself/herself triggered perturbations of known or unknown direction (Piscitelli et al. 2017) . Based on the latter study, we expected higher stability indices in conditions when the subjects knew the perturbation direction in advance compared to series of trials with random presentation of perturbations in the two directions (Hypothesis 4). We also expected predominance of co-activation patterns in the M-mode space in more challenging conditions (i.e., with unpredictable perturbation direction) compared to reciprocal patterns in the less challenging conditions (Hypothesis 5).
Methods

Participants
Nine healthy participants, five females and four males (age 29 ± 6 years old, body mass 70.2 ± 11.3 kg, height 1.69 ± 0.13 m; mean ± SD), without any neurological, muscular, and/or orthopedic conditions took part in this study. All participants were right-leg dominant based on their preferred leg for kicking a ball. All participants gave written informed consent prior to the study, which was approved by the Office for Research Protections of the Pennsylvania State University.
Apparatus
A force platform (AMTI, OR-6) was used to record three forces (F X , F Y , F Z ) and three moments (M X , M Y , M Z ). We used the force plate coordinate system which was defined with the X-axis pointing forward, along the anterior-posterior (AP) direction, the Y-axis pointing to the right, along the medio-lateral (ML) direction, and the Z-axis pointing downward, in the vertical direction (Fig. 1) . A 21" monitor was positioned at the eye level about 1 m away from the subject to provide real-time visual feedback on the AP and ML coordinates of the center of pressure (COP AP and COP ML , respectively) . COP AP displacement forward and backward caused cursor motion up and down, respectively, while COP ML motion caused the cursor to move left and right.
Surface muscle electrical activity (EMG) was recorded using a Trigno Wireless System (Delsys Inc., MA, USA). Active electrodes were fixed over the bellies of the following 13 muscles on the right side of the body: tibialis anterior (TA), soleus (SOL), gastrocnemius medialis (GM), gastrocnemius lateralis (GL), biceps femoris (BF), semitendinosus (ST), vastus lateralis (VL), rectus femoris (RF), vastus medialis (VM), tensor fascia latae (TFL), rectus abdominis (RA), lumbar erector spinae (LES), and thoracic erector spinae (TES). EMG signals were pre-amplified and band-pass filtered (20-450 Hz) before being transmitted to a data collection desktop computer (Dell, Core™ i7, 2.93 GHz). A customized LabView program (National Instruments Corp., Austin, TX, USA) was used to collect EMG and force platform data with a sampling frequency of 1 kHz with 16-bit resolution (PCI-6225, National Instruments).
Procedure
Initially, subjects stood barefoot on the force platform with their feet in parallel at hip width. This foot position was marked on the platform to make this natural position consistent across all trials and conditions. Each experimental session consisted of four tasks: (1) quiet standing, (2) control trials, (3) voluntary body sway task, and (4) load-release task. During all tasks, subjects held their arms fully extended in front of them (shoulders flexed at 90° and elbows fully extended).
The quiet standing and control trials were performed to correct and normalize EMG signals (see the next section). A detailed description of the procedure is given in DannaDos- Santos et al. (2007) . In the quiet standing task, subjects stood quietly on the force platform for 15 s. They were instructed to look at a fixed point on the wall in front of them. In control trials, subjects held a handle bar by grasping the two circular panels at each side of the bar with both hands, in the same position as described above for the quiet standing (Fig. 1) . The bar was connected via a pulley system to the 5-kg load to generate either a downward force (the load was suspended from the middle of the bar), or an upward force (the load was acting through the pulley system behind the subjects' body). The subjects were instructed to hold the load with fully extended arms and stand still for 10 s, without leaning forward or backward (controlled by the experimenter). A 1-min rest was provided between the two conditions.
In the voluntary body sway task, subjects swayed mainly about the ankle joints in the anterior-posterior direction (Danna-dos-Santos et al. 2007; Klous et al. 2011 ) while keeping their arms fully extended. The sway was paced by an auditory metronome at 0.5 Hz. Subjects performed continuous voluntary body sways between two horizontal lines EMG electrode placement is shown: tibialis anterior (TA), soleus (SOL), gastrocnemius medialis (GM), gastrocnemius lateralis (GL), biceps femoris (BF), semitendinosus (ST), vastus lateralis (VL), rectus femoris (RF), vastus medialis (VM), tensor fascia latae (TFL), rectus abdominis (RA), lumbar erector spinae (LES), and thoracic erector spinae (TES). b Load-release trials: two loads were attached to the bar using electromagnetic locks. Real-time visual feedback on the center of pressure (COP) coordinate was provided (c) (targets) on the monitor. The lines were set at ± 3 cm forward and backward, symmetrical with respect to the natural COP AP coordinate. During this task, visual feedback was provided on the COP displacement as a 5-mm white circle on the monitor. The COP AP and COP ML were computed as (Winter et al. 1996): where d z represents the distance from the surface to the platform origin (0.043 m). Following two to three practice trials, each subject performed three trials with 30-s rest periods between trials; the duration of each trial was 35 s. Subjects were asked to minimize movements in the ML direction and to keep full contact of both feet with the platform surface during the sway (watched by the experimenter). EMG and COP data from voluntary sway task were used to identify muscle groups with parallel changes in activation (M-modes) and to link changes in the magnitude of M-modes to COP displacements (Jacobian matrix, see later).
In the load-release tasks, subjects stood naturally as before and leaned forward such that their COP AP matched a horizontal line 3 cm anterior from the initial COP AP coordinate. Leaning forward was used to ensure non-zero background muscle activation, which was necessary to perform further analysis of multi-muscle synergies (as in earlier studies, Klous et al. 2011; Falaki et al. 2016 ). This initial posture was consistent across all trials.
Subjects held in extended arms a horizontal bar with two circular endplates. Two loads (2 kg each for men and 1.5 kg for women) were attached to the bar using electromagnetic locks. One load was attached directly to the bar while the other one was attached via the pulley system and was suspended behind the subjects' body (Fig. 1) . The experimenter used two switches to turn off one of the two electromagnets at an unpredictable time, which released one of the loads leading to a postural perturbation. After the perturbation, subjects were asked to return to the initial steady state posture as soon as possible and maintain the final posture for 10 s.
There were two perturbation directions: backward (the load in front of the subject was released) and forward (the load behind the subject was released). Within a block of trials, the subjects either knew which load would be released (predictable) or did not know (unpredictable). Hence, the experimental design included two main factors, direction of perturbation and predictability. We will refer to the conditions as BP (backward perturbation, predictable), FP (1)
(forward perturbation, predictable), UBP (unpredictable backward perturbation), and UFP (unpredictable forward perturbation). The order of the BP and FP series was randomized across subjects. Each block included 22 trials with 10-s rest intervals between trials and a 3-min break after each 11 trials. Within the unpredictable conditions, there were 22 backward and 22 forward perturbations presented in a balanced order. Subjects were explicitly asked not to try to guess which load would be released. To minimize fatigue, 5-min rest periods were provided between conditions. Prior to each of the predictable conditions, subjects had five practice trials. The unpredictable conditions were always performed after finishing the predictable conditions to avoid biasing the subjects by the more challenging unpredictable conditions.
Data processing
All signals were processed offline using a customized MATLAB R2016a program (Mathworks Corp., Natick, MA, USA). The force plate signals were low-pass filtered at 10 Hz with 4-th order, zero-lag Butterworth filter. COP AP and COP ML were computed using standard procedures, Eqs.
(1) and (2). For the load-release task, trials when the body position was not maintained steady prior to the perturbation (load release) or EMG signals were corrupted (e.g., due to electrode-skin detachment) were removed from further analyses. The number of excluded trials per conditions was 4 ± 1. The onset of load release (t 0 ) was identified as the point in time when the magnitude of the first time derivative of the vertical ground reaction force (dF Z /dt) exceeded or dropped by 10% of its peak absolute magnitude in that particular trial. Visual inspection was used to confirm these values.
Raw EMG signals were band-pass filtered (20-360 Hz) with second order, zero-lag Butterworth filter and rectified. Later, a moving average 100-ms window was applied. EMG data were shifted 50 ms backward with respect to the force platform data for computations involving both EMG and COP data to account for the electro-mechanical delay (Corcos et al. 1992) . Each EMG signal was corrected for background activity and normalized using the method described in previous studies (Krishnamoorthy et al. 2003a; Klous et al. 2011): where EMG qs is the average-filtered EMG during the quiet standing trial computed within the time interval {6 s; 10 s} and EMG MAX is the maximal EMG activity across control trials and voluntary sway tasks. 
Analysis of COP AP (t)
To quantify the subject's recovery after the perturbation, the COP AP trajectory after the first peak, caused by the unloading, was fitted with an exponential curve over 6 s ( Fig. 2 ). This was done using averaged across trials COP AP trajectory for each condition and subject separately. The time constant (τ) of the exponential curve and the overshoot of the second extremum of the COP AP trajectory compared to the fitted exponential curve (∆COP 2 , Fig. 2 ) were computed for each subject and condition separately. In addition, we calculated the COP AP root mean square error (RMS) across trials for each subject and condition. RMS was quantified over each 1-s time interval after the perturbation. For across-subject comparisons, these RMS values were normalized by the average value during the initial steady state, within the time interval {t 0 − 1000; t 0 − 500 ms}. Note that, for this analysis, individual trials were aligned by the COP AP peak, not by the perturbation time (as in the following Fig. 3 ).
Defining M-modes
We identified groups of muscles with parallel changes in their levels of activation, M-modes. For this purpose, EMG norm signals from the three voluntary body sway trials were integrated over 50-ms time windows (IEMG norm ). Principal component analysis (PCA) with factor extraction after Varimax rotation was applied to the IEMG norm correlation matrix (Krishnamoorthy et al. 2003a, b) to transform the 13-dimensional muscle activation space into a three-dimensional factor (M-mode) space based on the Kaiser (1960) criterion and the requirement that each M-mode had to contain at least one muscle significantly loaded (with absolute magnitude of the loading value > 0.5; Hair et al. 1995) . We classified M-modes into "dorsal-M-modes" (with significantly loaded dorsal muscles), "ventral-M-modes" (with significantly loaded ventral muscles), and "mixed M-modes" (which commonly had RA significantly loaded), similarly to previous studies (Krishnamoorthy et al. 2003a, b; Danna-DosSantos et al. 2007; Krishnan et al. 2011) .
Defining the jacobian matrix
Linear relations between small changes in the magnitude of M-modes (∆M) and the COP AP displacement (∆COP AP ) were assumed (Krishnamoorthy et al. 2003b; Danna-dos-Santos et al. 2007 ). For each subject, multiple linear regression analysis without intercept was used to find the relation between ∆M and ∆COP AP data from the body sway task, averaged over each 50-ms time window. For the linear regression analysis, ∆M and ∆COP AP were filtered with a low-pass (2 Hz), 4-th order, zero-lag Butterworth filter:
The coefficients of the multiple linear regression analysis defined the Jacobian matrix:
Variance analysis
The framework of the UCM hypothesis (Scholz and Schöner 1999) was used to analyze synergies stabilizing COP AP in the M-mode space. The UCM was estimated as the null-space of the J matrix. The inter-trial variance in the M-mode space was partitioned into two components, variance parallel to the UCM (V UCM , with no effects on COP AP ) and variance orthogonal to the UCM (V ORT ). To quantify V UCM and V ORT , the residual mean-free vectors of M-modes (ΔM demeaned ) were calculated by subtracting the mean magnitude of the M-modes across trials ( ΔM ) from the changes in the M-mode magnitudes (ΔM) for each subject and condition:
For each time window, the vector ΔM demeaned was projected onto the UCM ( f UCM ) and the orthogonal subspace ( f ORT ):
V UCM and V ORT , normalized per dimension of the respective spaces, were calculated as:
where n = 3 is the dimensionality of the M-mode space, and d = 1 is the dimensionality of the performance variable (COP AP ). For further statistical comparisons, these indices were averaged within two intervals, [(t 0 − 1000); (t 0 − 500) ms] and [(t 0 + 5500); (t 0 + 6000) ms], reflecting steady states before and after the perturbation. Additionally, V UCM and V ORT were averaged within two intervals reflecting short-latency and middle-latency responses to the perturbation; [(t 0 + 25); (t 0 + 75) ms]; and [(t 0 + 125); (t 0 + 175) ms]. Data for one of the subjects were removed from statistical analysis because his V UCM and V ORT values were about an order of magnitude larger than in other subjects. An index of synergy (∆V) was calculated to quantify the relative amount of variance consistent with stabilizing COP AP coordinates: ∆V = (V UCM − V ORT )/V TOT , where V TOT is total variance per dimension. For statistical analysis, ∆V was transformed using Fisher's z-transformation, resulting in ∆V Z (Solnik et al. 2013 ).
Motor equivalence analysis
Analysis of motor equivalence (Mattos et al. 2011 (Mattos et al. , 2015 quantifies the amount of deviations in the space of elemental variables (M-modes) in directions preserving (motor equivalent, ME) or changing (non-motor equivalent, nME) the performance variable, COP AP . The M-mode vectors were averaged over 10-ms time window centered at 1000 ms prior to t 0 (steady state), 50 ms after t 0 , and 100 ms after t 0 . The small time windows (10 ms) were used because of quick EMG changes after the perturbation. Further, the deviations in the M-mode space were computed between the steadystate values and each of the values after t 0 (∆M 50 and ∆M 100 ) to evaluate early responses to perturbation. These deviations were projected onto the null-space of J and its orthogonal complement for each subject and each condition. The length of these projections represented the ME (ƒ ME , within the UCM) and nME (ƒ nME , orthogonal to the UCM) components, respectively. These values were further normalized by the square root of the corresponding dimensionality (cf. Mattos et al. 2011): In addition, ME and nME component magnitudes were computed between the initial steady state at 500 ms prior to t 0 and final steady state at 6000 ms after t 0 , averaged over 100-ms time windows. These values were computed for each subject and condition separately. Larger time windows were (8)
. used in this analysis, 100 vs. 10 ms, because we did not expect quick changes in EMGs within the steady-state time intervals.
Indices of co-activation and reciprocal activation
Co-activation and reciprocal activation changes in the M-mode space were quantified as C-index and R-index, respectively Latash 2000, 2004) . This computation was based on the fact (see "Results") that, in all subjects, the first two M-modes represented a dorsal-M-mode and a ventral-M-mode. The magnitudes of the modes were computed by multiplying the corresponding eigenvector by the muscle activation vector for each time sample. Further, we integrated the magnitude of dorsal-M-mode and ventral-M-mode within the time interval that covered quick reactions to the perturbations: {t 0 ; t 0 + 400 ms}. Since the baseline activity of the dorsal muscles was greater than that of the ventral ones, the Rand C-index were calculated as:
For comparison across subjects, both R-index and C-index were normalized by their respective highest absolute magnitude across all trials performed by each subject.
Statistics
The data are presented in the text and figures as means ± standard errors (SE). All statistical tests were performed using SPSS (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). To test Hypotheses 1 and 3, two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed to evaluate the effects of Predictability (predictable and unpredictable), and Direction (backward and forward) on outcome indices of the COP AP analysis (RMS, τ, and ∆COP 2 ), synergy index (∆V Z ), and the index of motor equivalence (ME).
To test Hypothesis 2 and 4, three-way repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed to evaluate the effects of Component (ME and nME, or V UCM and V ORT ), Predictability, and Direction on the indices of motor equivalence and structure of variance. Since Predictability had no main effects and there was no significant interaction in the indices of variance analysis, two-way repeated-measures ANOVA,
Component × Direction was run on the averaged variances across the predictable and unpredictable conditions. To test Hypothesis 5, two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed to evaluate the effects of Predictability, and Direction on the R-index and C-index.
Prior to applying parametric statistics, the data were tested for statistical assumptions of normality and sphericity. In cases of violations of normality, log-transformation was used to satisfy the normality assumptions. In cases of violation of sphericity, degrees-of-freedom were corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser. For all statistical tests, the significance level was set at p = 0.05. Figure 3 shows the average time profiles of COP AP and RMS across subjects during the unloading trials. Individual trials were aligned by the perturbation onset time (t 0 ). The absolute peak of COP AP displacement immediately after perturbation was similar across conditions, on average 3.32-3.69 cm. However, all subjects reported that forward perturbations (FP and UFP) were more challenging than backward perturbations (BP and UBP). This was reflected in the COP AP oscillations and RMS characteristics after the perturbation without obvious effects of predictability of perturbation direction.
Results
Mechanical characteristics
Indeed, starting 3 s after the perturbation, RMS in the FP and UFP conditions were significantly greater than RMS in the BP and UBP conditions (effect of Direction, F [1, 8] = 10.9; p < 0.01 for both time intervals illustrated in Fig. 4a) , with no effect of Predictability. These effects persisted for the later time intervals; Fig. 4 illustrates the data for the earliest (t 0 + 3) s and latest (t 0 + 5) s of these time intervals. Time constants (τ) of the exponential curves fitted to the COP AP trajectory after the perturbation (see "Methods") were not statistically different across conditions (0.33 ± 0.05 s). However, the difference between the second extremum of the COP AP trajectory and its respective value on the fitted curve (ΔCOP 2 ) was significantly greater in the FP and UFP conditions compared to the BP and UBP conditions (Fig. 4b, F [1, 8] = 10.0; p < 0.05). There was no effect of Predictability and no interaction.
M-mode and Jacobian
PCA analysis of the EMG data during the sway task showed a consistent pattern of M-modes across subjects. The first three PCs explained, on average, 73.7 ± 5.8% of the total variance in the original EMG norm space. Table 1 represents the averaged muscle loadings for the three factors (M-modes). Significant loadings are shown in bold. In all subjects, the M 1 -mode consisted of significantly loaded dorsal muscles, while the M 2 -mode included the ventral muscles and, sometimes, TFL. The third M-mode usually had only RA significantly loaded.
Linear regression analysis between the M-mode changes and resulting COP AP deviations confirmed that each M-mode was a significant predictor of COP AP shifts (p < 0.01). On average, the coefficient of determination of the regression R 2 = 0.77 ± 0.03. Figure 5 shows the typical EMG time profiles for selected agonist-antagonist pairs, averaged across trials following a perturbation in the FP and BP conditions (data for a representative subject are shown). The time profiles typically showed reciprocal changes within the agonist-antagonist pairs in BP, while the muscle pairs tended to show co-contraction patterns in FP. While Fig. 5 shows the EMG patterns for the predictable conditions only, similar features of the EMG patterns were seen in the matched unpredictable conditions. Overall, no significant main effects of Predictability were seen in analyses related to the main hypotheses of the study. Our further analysis of muscle activation patterns was based on analysis of M 1 -and M 2 -modes rather than individual muscles. Figure 6 shows the M-mode time profiles in the BP, FP, UBP, and UFP conditions, averaged across subjects. Note the reciprocal M-mode patterns in the BP and UBP condition and co-contraction patterns in the FP and UFP conditions similar to those illustrated in Fig. 5 for individual EMGs.
R-index and C-index
To quantify the reciprocal and co-activation M-mode patterns, we computed the R-index and C-index (see Methods). We found that the R-index was negative and the C-index was zero in BP and UBP, whereas both R-index and C-index were positive in FP and UFP (Table 2 ). In addition, the magnitude of the R-index was smaller in the FP and UFP conditions compared to the BP and UBP conditions. Statistical analysis revealed that the R-index and C-index magnitudes in BP and UBP were significantly smaller than those in FP and UFP (R-index F [1, 8] = 55.9, p < 0.001; C-index F [1, 8] = 9.2, p < 0.05). There were no effects of Predictability and no significant interaction. Figure 7 shows the time profiles of V UCM and V ORT , averaged across subjects for the BP and FP conditions; the variance patterns in the UBP and UFP conditions were similar to those illustrated in Fig. 7 . Note the increase in V ORT right after the perturbation in the FP condition, whereas there was no comparable increase in the BP condition. The magnitudes of V UCM and V ORT quantified in different time intervals are presented in Fig. 8 . During steadystate, 500 ms prior to the perturbation and at 50 ms after the perturbation, V ORT was significantly greater than V UCM (main effect of Component, F [1, 7] = 8.7; p < 0.05). This difference disappeared at 150 ms after the perturbation. At 150 ms after the perturbation, significant effects of Direction (F [1, 7] = 26.3; p < 0.01) and Component × Direction interaction (F [1, 7] = 7.0; p < 0.05) were seen; the data for these earliest effects are illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 8 . V ORT in the FP and UFP conditions was significantly greater compared to the BP and UBP conditions; in addition, V ORT was significantly greater than V UCM in the FP and UFP conditions. At 6000 ms after the perturbation, significant effects of Component (F [1, 7] = 6.0; p < 0.05), Predictability (F [1, 7] = 9.4; p < 0.05), and Direction (F [1, 7] = 6.0; p < 0.05) without interactions were found. The effects reflected V ORT > V UCM , and BP, FP > UBP, UFP (these effects are illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 8 ). In addition, indices of variances in the FP and UFP conditions were significantly greater than those in the BP and UBP conditions.
UBP
Variance analysis
The described features of V UCM and V ORT were also reflected in the z-transformed index of synergy, ∆V Z . In particular, ∆V Z in the BP and UBP conditions was significantly greater than in the FP and UFP conditions at 150 ms after the perturbation (F [1, 7] = 6.9; p < 0.05), even though no significant effects were found in other phases (not illustrated).
Motor equivalence analysis
Analysis of motor equivalence revealed effects partly similar to those described in the analysis of the structure of intertrial variance; this analysis, however, showed significant effects earlier than those described for the analysis of intertrial variance (compare Figs. 8, 9 ). At the initial steady state, 500 ms prior to the perturbation, there were no significant effects of any of the factors. At 50 ms after the perturbation, significant effects of Direction (F [1, 8] = 6.7; p < 0.05), Predictability (F [1, 8] = 10.1; p < 0.05), and Component (F [1, 8] = 7.3; p < 0.05) appeared without any interactions. These effects reflected nME > ME; both indices in predictable conditions were smaller than those in unpredictable conditions; and the indices in the FP and UFP conditions were greater than those in the BP and UBP conditions. At 100 ms after the perturbation, the effect of Predictability disappeared, but the effects of Direction (F [1, 8] = 36.2; p < 0.001) and Component (F [1, 8] = 5.3; p < 0.05) persisted. These effects are illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 9 ; note that the time of these effects, t 0 + 100 ms, is earlier than the Averaged indices of motor equivalence analysis across subjects with standard error bars: ME (white bars) and nME (black bars) are shown for four phases, (t 0 − 500), (t 0 + 50), (t 0 + 100), and (t 0 + 6000) ms. Statistically significant differences are shown with one star (p < 0.05) and two stars (p < 0.01). For abbreviation, see the caption for Fig. 4 time of the earliest effects illustrated in Fig. 8 , t 0 + 150 ms. At 6000 ms after the perturbation, there was significant effect of Component (F [1, 8] = 10.3; p < 0.05) reflecting nME > ME and a significant Component × Direction interaction (F [1, 8] = 5.7; p < 0.05). The interaction reflected higher ME for FP and UFP compared to BP and UBP (p < 0.05), while nME showed an opposite trend.
Discussion
Most of the main hypotheses formulated in the Introduction have been supported by the findings. In particular, perturbations in the forward direction (FP and UFP), compared to perturbations in the backward direction (BP and UBP), were characterized by smaller COP-stabilizing synergy indices (∆V Z ) and larger nME components. Similar effects were found in mechanical characteristics of the response to the perturbations, namely RMS and ∆COP 2 had larger magnitudes for the perturbations in the forward direction. These observations support Hypothesis 1. Changes in the synergic structure were seen as early as 100-150 ms following the perturbation, while effects on the indices of motor equivalence were seen even earlier, about 50 ms after the perturbation, in support of Hypothesis 2. Hypothesis 3 has also been supported: higher posture-stabilizing synergy indices were seen for the perturbations in the backward direction, which was perceived as less challenging by subjects. Hypothesis 4, however, was not supported by the results as predictability of the perturbation direction had weak or no effects on the indices of stability. While forward perturbations were associated with co-activation patterns in both individual agonist-antagonist muscle pairs and in the M-mode space, backward perturbations resulted in reciprocal patterns as reflected in the R-and C-indices. So, that portion of Hypothesis 5 has been supported. However, we saw no effects of perturbation predictability on the R-and C-indices, against the prediction of Hypothesis 5. In summary, we observed very strong effect of perturbation direction on indices of activation patterns, M-mode synergies, and response mechanics, but limited or no effects of predictability of perturbation direction. Overall, these observations are in line with an earlier study, which reported no major effects of direction predictability in the analysis of the effects of lateral body perturbations (Gilles et al. 1999) .
Further, we discuss the issue of postural stability within a hypothesis on hierarchical control of whole-body actions with spatial referent coordinates (RCs) for the involved effectors. We offer a novel interpretation on the role of coactivation patterns in postural control and discuss the contrasting effects of predictability on anticipatory and compensatory postural adjustments.
Postural stability: synergic indices and mechanics
Vertical posture of the human body in the field of gravity is inherently unstable due to such factors as the relatively high center of mass, relatively small support area, multiple joints along the vertical body axis, and spontaneous changes in neuronal activity and muscle forces (reviewed in Winter et al. 1996; Mergner et al. 2003 ). These factors turn quiet standing into a complex neural control problem, which becomes even more complex in the presence of external perturbations. One of the approaches to the problem of postural stability has been developed within the framework of the UCM hypothesis (Scholz and Schöner 1999) . According to this approach, the central nervous system arranges muscles into stable groups (M-modes, also addressed as "muscle synergies", d 'Avella et al. 2003; Ivanenko et al. 2004; Ting and Macpherson 2005) and then stabilizes a subspace within the M-mode space that corresponds to a desired value of a salient performance variable, e.g., COP coordinate. This mode of control is expected to lead to a specific signature of inter-trial variance as well as to the phenomenon of motor equivalence Mattos et al. 2011) . Both have been documented in recent studies of muscle activation patterns during whole-body tasks performed while standing (Danna-dos- Santos et al. 2007; Klous et al. 2011; Falaki et al. 2017) .
Earlier studies documented multi-M-mode synergies stabilizing COP coordinate during steady-state tasks (Krishnamoorthy et al. 2003b; Klous et al. 2011 ). In our experiment, no such synergies were observed as reflected in greater components of the M-mode inter-trial variance affecting COP AP (V ORT ) compared to the variance that had no effect on COP AP (V UCM ). This atypical signature could be due to the fact that the subjects expected a perturbation at an unpredictable time and were ready for a corrective action when it becomes necessary. These results may be seen as similar to observations of a long-lasting drop in the synergy index in trials when a perturbation could be expected documented recently for multi-finger tasks (Ambike and Tillman 2017) . Such feed-forward adjustments of posture-stabilizing synergies are similar to anticipatory synergy adjustments (ASAs, Olafsdottir et al. 2005; Klous et al. 2011; Krishnan et al. 2011 ) but differ from ASAs in their longer duration.
Earlier studies of multi-M-mode synergies stabilizing COP coordinate did not estimate postural stability using external perturbations and quantifying the mechanical response of the body (Krishnamoorthy et al. 2003b; Dannados-Santos et al. 2007; Klous et al. 2011) . Indeed, the most direct method to test postural stability is to apply a perturbation and quantify the system's response. We used three characteristics of the mechanics of response to the standard perturbation, RMS, time constant of the exponent regression, and ∆COP 2 . Two of these characteristics, RMS and ∆COP 2 , showed larger magnitudes for perturbations in the forward direction (FP and UFP conditions) compared to perturbation in the backward direction (BP and UBP). Larger RMS reflects long-lasting, lingering effects of perturbation on the COP trajectory, while larger ∆COP 2 may be seen as a sign of a more under-damped process during the forward perturbations compared to the backward ones. Note that these characteristics mirrored the subjects' reports that forward perturbations were perceived as more challenging.
Direction-specific differences were also observed in the two main characteristics of COP-stabilizing synergies. They were seen as soon as 100-150 ms after the perturbation and corresponded to relatively larger V ORT components for the perturbation in the forward direction (FP and UFP) and, correspondingly, smaller synergy indices (∆V Z ) in those conditions compared to the conditions with perturbations in the backward direction (BP and UBP). Effects on the indices of motor equivalence (ME and nME) were seen even earlier, as early as 50 ms after the perturbation. Taken together, these results confirm a relation between the computed indices of synergic control and mechanical stability of posture following a perturbation.
Possible physiological mechanisms of posture-stabilizing synergies
A number of mechanisms contribute to stabilization of vertical posture in the presence of unexpected perturbations (reviewed in Maurer et al. 2006; Mergner 2007 ). These range from mechanical properties of muscles and other tissues providing immediate resistance to perturbations, to reflex and reflex-like muscle responses, and to voluntary postural corrections. Muscle mechanical properties can be tuned in anticipation of a perturbation (cf., "preflexes", Loeb 1999) , while other mentioned mechanisms-reactions to perturbations-contribute to feedback-based postural control. Our results suggest that even the earliest muscle responses to an unexpected perturbation could show signs of synergic organization reflected, in particular, in early changes in muscle activations (reflected in both ME and nME components) and in the structure of the inter-trial variance in the M-mode space (V UCM , V ORT , and ∆V). We believe that these are the first results showing that reflex and reflex-like muscle reactions to perturbations are organized with respect to stability of a particular mechanical variable, COP coordinate, relevant for the control of vertical posture.
A similar conclusion has been drawn in a study of multi-joint reaching perturbed by unexpected changes in the external resistance for one of the joints (Mattos et al. 2011 (Mattos et al. , 2013 . Major ME deviations were observed in that study starting about 50 ms after the time when the perturbation produced measurable changes in movement kinematics. These results were confirmed by analysis in both joint configuration space and muscle activation space. Mattos and colleagues have concluded that the earliest ME kinematic responses were due to peripheral muscle properties tuned by the central nervous system to stabilize a salient performance variable, the endpoint trajectory.
Our results fit naturally a hypothesis on the control of movements with shifts of RCs, associated with subthreshold depolarization of neuronal pools (Feldman 2015) , at different levels of the control hierarchy (Latash 2010) . For the task of maintaining vertical posture, wholebody RC time profile is produced by scaling basic RC shifts (RC BASE ) uniting the main joints. A shift in a single RC BASE leads to parallel scaling in activation levels of muscles crossing the involved joints; this is reflected in stable M-modes (or "muscle synergies", reviewed in Tresch and Jarc 2009) observed in our study. Stability of such M-modes and their applicability to analysis of muscle activation patterns including several phases (such as the initial steady state, quick responses to the perturbation, and final steady state) has been discussed in earlier studies (Danna-dos-Santos et al. 2007 Torres-Oviedo and Ting 2010 ). An earlier study used sets of M-modes defined using various methods and obtained similar results (Klous et al. 2011) . In our study, we defined M-modes using a standard task that required cyclical COP shifts. We also ran a pilot analysis of the data using two different sets of M-modes defined using the steady-state phase of the main task and the interval with fast EMG changes following the perturbation. The results were similar across those analyses (not presented in "Results") suggesting that M-modes represented reflections of a relatively stable organization of control using RC BASE .
Further, RC BASE are translated into changes in RC for each joint (reflected in the r-and c-commands ; Feldman 1980 Feldman , 1986 and to RCs to individual muscles, which are equivalent to their thresholds of the stretch reflex (λ, as in the classical equilibrium-point hypothesis , Feldman 1966) . This scheme involves a number of few-to-many transformations. According to the principle of abundance (Gelfand and Latash 1998; Latash 2012) , these transformations are organized in a synergic way to stabilize salient performance variables. We do not know how these transformations are organized. Two philosophically different schemes have been suggested. Within the computational approach to motor control, synergic patterns have been discussed as consequences of optimal feedback control schemes (Todorov and Jordan 2002; Diedrichsen et al. 2010) . Within the physical (physiological) approach (Latash 2016) , such patterns have been modeled as consequences of back-coupling loops within the central nervous system or involving peripheral receptors Martin et al. 2009 ).
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The role of muscle co-activation in postural stability Our experiments showed qualitatively different patterns of muscle activation in response to perturbations in different directions: while backward perturbation (BP an UBP) led to reciprocal patterns, forward perturbations (FP and UFP) resulted in co-activation patterns (see Figs. 5, 6) . These observations require analysis of the role of muscle co-activation.
If one considers a single joint, co-activating muscles leads to an increase in its apparent stiffness (e.g., Latash and Zatsiorsky 1993; Lee et al. 2006) , which naturally is expected to lead to stronger resistance to external forces. If one considers a multi-joint chain with an origin that is not fixed with respect to the environment, for example the human body standing in the field of gravity, effects of muscle co-activation on postural stability become complex and potentially detrimental. Here we define postural stability as an ability to stay within a vicinity of a desired body position, without falling or making a step, under brief external force perturbations and spontaneous changes in the intrinsic body states (for more detail see Latash and Zatsiorsky 2016) . Consider the most direct effect of muscle co-activation, that is, an increase in the joint apparent stiffness. Co-activating muscles across all the major joints along the vertical body axis is expected to make the body more rigid. Is this good for postural stability? Consider two examples. First, a long log placed on one of its ends is very rigid and very unstable: it can be tipped over easily by a brief force applied to its upper end. Second, T'ai Chi experts commonly stand with their joints slightly flexed and muscles relaxed. They also show much better postural stability compared to the general populations (Gatts 2008) . So, excessive muscle co-activation may not be such a good idea from the point of view of postural stability in the field of gravity.
Muscle co-activation looks unreasonable from many optimization approaches to motor control. Optimization approaches assume that problems of motor redundancy (Bernstein 1967 ) are solved by a computational process that selects a solution corresponding to a minimal value of a cost function. Numerous cost functions have been considered, and a number of those try to minimize costs related to muscle activations and/or forces (Uno et al. 1989; Crowninshield and Brand 1981; Alexander 2002; Prilutsky and Zatsiorsky 2002) . In typical tasks, muscle co-activation has no effect on resultant mechanical variables, forces and moments of force, that lead to accelerations and changes in other kinematic variables. So, from the point of view of resultant mechanics, co-activation is wasteful, since the associated muscle activations consume energy, which is not contributing to the task.
However, humans do co-activate muscle excessively while standing in challenging conditions , which is reflected, in particular in the M-mode composition (Krishnamoorthy et al. 2004) . Besides, populations with impaired motor abilities commonly show increased levels of muscle co-activation. This has been documented across various motor tasks for special populations ranging from persons with atypical development (Aruin and Almeida 1996) , to healthy older adults , and to patients with a variety of neurological disorders (Arias et al. 2012; Mari et al. 2014) . What could be the reason for this strategy given its lack of optimality and questionable contribution to postural stability?
We suggest that the main goal of co-activation of antagonist muscles is to keep the lowest level of control at a joint level and avoid shifting control to the level of single muscles (reviewed in Latash 2018). Consider, for simplicity, a singledegree-of-freedom joint crossed by only two muscles. The r-and c-commands are defined as the midpoint between the two λ values (r-command) and the range between the λ values (c-command, Fig. 10; Feldman 1980) . If only one muscle crossing the joint is active (Fig. 10b) , i.e., in the absence of co-activation, the r-and c-commands become ill-defined (moreover, formally, the c-command becomes negative) Fig. 10 An illustration of the torque-angle characteristics of two muscles, agonist (positive torque values) and antagonist (negative torque values). a The definition of the r-and c-commands when there is non-zero muscle co-activation. b When there is no overlap of the muscle activation zones, changing threshold of the stretch reflex for the antagonist (λ ANT ) leads to changes in both r-and c-commands without a change in the joint state (see the family of dashed antagonist characteristics). The only way to control the joint effectively is to shift the control variable for the agonist muscle (λ AG ) because changes in the subthreshold λ of the opposing muscle (see the family of thin, dashed muscle torque-angle characteristics in Fig. 10b ) have no effect on the joint state. The joint state becomes sensitive to shifts in only one λ, and the controller has to switch to a muscle-specific mode. This seems to be perfect time to present a quotation from Hughlings Jackson (1889): "…the central nervous system knows nothing about muscles, it knows only movements (p. 358)."
To avoid ambiguous situations, similar to those illustrated in Fig. 10b , the controller has to ensure that both muscles are either within the activation zone (i.e., there is non-zero co-activation) or very close to the activation zone. Note that recent studies have documented bursts of muscle activation in response to small externally imposed motion of a joint that is naturally relaxed (e.g., Foisy and Feldman 2006; Raptis et al. 2010) . In other words, λ s in relaxed muscles are naturally kept close to the activation threshold. In tasks that are perceived as challenging, the controller may prefer to facilitate visible co-activation to ensure that both muscles always remain within or close to their activation zones, even if the effector is moved by external forces.
This interpretation is corroborated by our current results showing that the subjects facilitated a co-activation response in conditions perceived by them as more challenging (FP and UFP) compared to the less challenging conditions (BP and UBP) characterized by a reciprocal pattern of activation. Along similar lines, an earlier study (Piscitelli et al. 2017) showed reciprocal patterns during anticipatory postural adjustments (APAs, Massion 1992) in conditions with predictable perturbation direction and co-activation patterns when perturbation direction was unpredictable and the task was more challenging. The aforementioned predominance of co-activation patterns in challenging conditions and in populations who may perceive typical tasks as challenging presents another illustration of the described strategy of ensuring that the c-command never drops far below zero.
Different effects of prior information on anticipatory and reactive control
Postural control involves both feed-forward and feedback mechanisms. The former include APAs, defined as changes in muscle activations and resultant forces seen about 100 ms prior to a perturbation triggered by the person's own action. The latter include both involuntary, reflex-like, responses (corrective postural adjustments, CPAs, Santos et al. 2010) and voluntary postural corrections. A number of recent studies have shown reciprocal links between APAs and CPAs: when APAs increase, CPAs tend to show a drop (Santos et al. 2010; Lee and Aruin 2014) .
Our current results, together with an earlier study of selftriggered perturbations (Piscitelli et al. 2017) , suggest very different effects of prior information on APAs and CPAs.
Both studies used the same setup and the same unloading magnitudes. Both studies used predictable and unpredictable directions of perturbations. The only difference was in the way the timing of the perturbation was manipulated. In the earlier study, the subjects themselves triggered perturbations and, as a result, there was no ambiguity in the perturbation timing. In the current study, an experimenter triggered the perturbations, and the subject was unable to predict their timing. As a result, APAs were present in the earlier study and absent in the current one.
The study of Piscitelli et al. showed strong effects of predictability of perturbation direction on the patterns of muscle activation during APAs without effects on ASAs. In particular, that study showed predominance of muscle co-activation patterns when the perturbation direction was unpredictable and predominance of reciprocal patterns for perturbations with predictable direction. These effects were similar across perturbations in the forward and backward directions. In contrast, the characteristics of ASAs were similar across perturbation directions and showed no effects of predictability of the perturbation direction.
In the current study, predictability of perturbation direction had virtually no significant main effects and interactions (cf. Gilles et al. 1999 ). This could be due to the very strong effects of perturbation direction that were seen in indices of co-activation and reciprocal activation in the space of M-modes, as well as in synergy indices. These effects could overpower possible effects of predictability.
Concluding comments
Overall, our study shows for the first time links between indices of postural stability quantified using mechanical responses to unexpected perturbations and indices of synergic control computed based on muscle activation signals: Both groups of indices showed similar effects of perturbation direction. In addition, the observation of qualitatively different patterns of muscle responses to perturbation in the two directions, forward and backward, suggest a different interpretation of the well-known phenomenon of muscle coactivation, in particular in whole-body postural tasks.
We have to admit a few limitations of our study. First, we explored perturbations in the anterior-posterior direction only. It is possible that better insights could be obtained in studies of postural stability in the medio-lateral direction, which is more challenging for tasks performed while standing (Dean et al. 2007) . Our selection of the anterior-posterior direction was partly conditioned by the relatively few postural muscles with strong lateral action that can be recorded with surface electrodes. Our analysis was based on the notion of M-modes, which were defined based on a voluntary sway tasks (as in several earlier studies, Danna-dos- Santos et al. 2007; Klous et al. 2011) . The extrapolation of the set of M-modes to the main task with load perturbations is not trivial. As mentioned earlier, we performed a pilot study with sets of M-modes defined in two different ways but found overall very similar results in all the main analyses. Nevertheless, we admit that the issue of M-mode generalization across tasks remains a weakness of the design.
